Functional characterization of PCFT/HCP1 as the molecular entity of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system in the rat model
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Inoue K, Nakai Y, Ueda S, Kamigaso S, Ohta K, Hatakeyama M, Hayashi Y, Otagiri M, Yuasa H. Functional characterization of PCFT/HCP1 as the molecular entity of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system in the rat model. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 294: G660–G668, 2008. First published January 3, 2008; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00309.2007.—Proton-coupled folate transporter/heme carrier protein 1 (PCFT/HCP1) has recently been identified as a transporter that mediates the translocation of folates across the cellular membrane by a proton-coupled mechanism and suggested to be the possible molecular entity of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system. To further clarify its role in intestinal folate transport, we examined the functional characteristics of rat PCFT/HCP1 (rPCFT/HCP1) expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes and compared with those of the carrier-mediated folate transport system in the rat small intestine evaluated by using the everted tissue sacs. rPCFT/HCP1 was demonstrated to transport folate and methotrexate more efficiently at lower acidic pH and, as evaluated at pH 5.5, with smaller Michaelis constant (Km) for the former (2.4 μM) than for the latter (5.7 μM), indicating its characteristic as a proton-coupled folate transporter that favors folate than methotrexate as substrate. rPCFT/HCP1-mediated folate transport was found to be inhibited by several but limited anionic compounds, such as sulfobromophthalein and sulfasa-lazine. All these characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 were in agreement with those of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system, of which the Km values were 1.2 and 5.8 μM for folate and methotrexate, respectively, in the rat small intestine. Furthermore, the distribution profile of the folate transport system activity along the intestinal tract was in agreement with that of rPCFT/HCP1 mRNA. This study was the first to clone rPCFT/HCP1, and we successfully provided several lines of evidence that indicate its role as the molecular entity of the intestinal folate transport system.
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IT HAS BEEN KNOWN THAT FOLATE (vitamin B9) is absorbed by a specific carrier-mediated transport system from the small intestine (32, 33). The mechanism and regulation of the folate transport system had been of great interest because mammals require the ingestion of preformed folate to meet their needs for one-carbon moieties to sustain key biosynthetic reactions. The folate transport system is also of interest for its role in drug absorption and possible utilization for drug delivery, since it can also mediate the transport of some folate analogs, such as methotrexate, an anticancer and antirheumatic drug.

Reduced folate carrier 1 (RFC1, SLC19A1), which was cloned in 1994 (6, 39), had long been under investigation as a possible molecular entity of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system (2, 22, 26). However, RFC1-mediated transport has been characterized to be optimal at near-neutral pH, whereas the intestinal folate transport system is known to operate optimally at acidic pH. It is also known that RFC1 prefers reduced folates, as its name stands for, to folate as substrates, whereas the intestinal folate transport system prefers folate. Therefore, there had been an argument that some other transporter might be involved in intestinal folate transport. Indeed, proton-coupled folate transporter/heme carrier protein 1 (PCFT/HCP1, SLC46A1) has recently been identified as another folate transporter (19, 23). Although this transporter was originally isolated from the mouse duodenum as a heme transporter (30) and, hence, designated as HCP1 (heme carrier protein 1) at that time, its human ortholog was later found to be able to transport folate more efficiently than heme and its analogs (19, 23). Importantly, PCFT/HCP1 transports folate with affinities comparable with or higher than reduced folates by a proton-coupled mechanism, in agreement with the characteristic of the intestinal folate transport system (27, 28). Thus it is likely that PCFT/HCP1, but not RFC1, is the major molecular entity of the intestinal folate transport system.

We used the rat model in the present study to further clarify the role of PCFT/HCP1 in intestinal folate transport by accomplishing detailed comparison between the folate transport system in the small intestine and PCFT/HCP1. The intestinal folate transport system and rat PCFT/HCP1 (rPCFT/HCP1) were functionally characterized by using everted tissue sacs and Xenopus laevis oocytes expression system, respectively, and the distributions of the transport system activity and rPCFT/HCP1 transcript were also examined along the intestinal tract in a comparative manner.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals. [1H]folate (1,295 GBq/mmol) and [1H]methotrexate (1,731.6 GBq/mmol) were obtained from Moravek Biochemicals (Brea, CA), and [1,2-14C]polyethylene glycol (PEG) 4000 (0.0333 GBq/g) was from American Radiolabeled Chemicals (St. Louis, MO). Unlabeled folate and methotrexate were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), Soluene-350, a tissue solubilizer, and Clear-sol II, a scintillation fluid, were obtained from Packard Instrument (Meriden, CT) and Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto, Japan), respectively. All other reagents were of analytical grade and commercially obtained.
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Uptake experiments in everted intestinal tissue sacs. Uptake experiments were conducted using everted tissue sacs (2 cm in length) prepared from the small intestine of male Wistar rats, weighing 300 g and not fasted, as previously reported (40–42). The experiments were conducted with the approval of the Animal Experiment Ethics Committee of Nagoya City University Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences. In brief, test solutions were prepared in Krebs-Ringer-bicarbonate buffer (118 mM NaCl, 4.7 mM KCl, 2.5 mM CaCl$_2$, 1.2 mM KH$_2$PO$_4$, 1.2 mM MgSO$_4$, 25 mM NaHCO$_3$) added with 20 mM MES (pH 5.5) and oxygenated with 95% O$_2$–5% CO$_2$ gas. When the effect of pH was examined, 20 mM MES was used for pH 5.5 and below and 20 mM HEPES was used for pH 6.0 and above. To test solutions were added trace amounts of $^3$H-labeled substrate (folate or methotrexate) and $^{14}$C-labeled PEG 4000 as a nonabsorbable marker, and also unlabeled substrate (folute or methotrexate) to adjust the concentration. The everted sacs were preincubated for 5 min in substrate-free solution before the initiation of uptake by incubation of the everted sacs in 20 ml of a test solution at a temperature of 37°C and a shaking rate of 100 strokes/min. In experiments to examine the effect of various compounds, test compounds were added only to the test solution so that they were present only during uptake. Uptake was stopped by rinsing the everted sacs briefly in ice-cold saline. A half of each everted sac was placed in a counting vial and its wet weight was determined. The uptake into the tissue was evaluated by determining the radioactivity after solubilization of the sample, by using 1 ml of Soluene-350 as a tissue solubilizer and 5 ml of Clear-sol II as a scintillation fluid.

The jejunum was used in regular experiments. Experiments were also conducted using serially segmented parts of the small intestine or using the ileum.

Isolation of rPCFT/HCP1 cDNA. A BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) search of GenBank database using the amino acid sequence of human PCFT/HCP1 (hPCFT/HCP1) as query identified the cDNA sequence of the rat ortholog of PCFT/HCP1 (accession number, NM_001013969.1). Total RNA was prepared from the rat small intestine by a guanidine isothiocyanate extraction method (3). The cDNA of rPCFT/HCP1 was cloned from the total RNA by reverse transcription and subsequent PCR. In brief, a reverse transcription reaction was carried out using 1 µg of the total RNA, an oligo(dT) primer, and ReverTra Ace (Toyobo, Tokyo, Japan) as a reverse transcriptase. From thus obtained cDNA mixture, the coding region of rPCFT/HCP1 cDNA was amplified by PCR using KOD plus polymerase (Toyobo) and the following primers: forward primer, 5'-AGT GGG TCA GCC CCT CGG TGT TC-3'; reverse primer, 5'-GAG AGC TGG GCC CCG ATC ACA-3'. The PCR conditions were determined as that associated to the tissue during brief (5 s) incubation and was expressed in terms of 100 mg wet tissue weight (wwt). The adherent fluid volume was estimated by dividing the amount of PEG 4000 associated with the everted sac by its concentration in the medium. The amount adsorbed (or bound) was estimated by subtracting the amount in the fluid adhering to the everted sac and that initially adsorbed to it (or instantaneously bound for control).

Data analysis. In studies using everted sacs, the uptake was estimated by subtracting the amount in the fluid adhering to the everted sac and that initially adsorbed to it (or instantaneously bound to the membrane) and was expressed in terms of 100 mg wet tissue weight (wwt). The adherent fluid volume was estimated by dividing the amount of PEG 4000 associated with the everted sac by its concentration in the medium. The amount adsorbed (or bound) was estimated as that associated to the tissue during brief (5 s) incubation in the test solution. The uptake rate (v) was calculated by dividing the uptake by time during the initial uptake phase (5 min), where uptake was in proportion to time. The amount initially absorbed to the jejunal everted sac was small, being 1.4 ± 0.2 and 1.5 ± 0.2 µl/100 mg wwt (mean ± SE, n = 3) for folate and methotrexate, respectively, as the values normalized by the concentration in the medium (C$_{in}$) at the C$_{	ext{in}}$.
of 10 nM and pH 5.5 as the condition for regular uptake experiments. They were only ~2–3% of uptake at 5 min.

In studies using *Xenopus laevis* oocytes, \( v \) was calculated by dividing the uptake by time during the initial uptake phase (30 min), where uptake was in proportion to time. For both folate and methotrexate, the amount in the fluid adhering to the oocyte and that initially adsorbed to it were negligible. The rPCFT/HCP1-specific uptake was estimated by subtracting the uptake in water-injected oocytes from that in rPCFT/HCP1-expressing oocytes.

In both types of studies, the uptake clearance (CL\text{up}) was calculated by dividing \( v \) by \( C_m \). The expression of CL\text{up} for Michaelis-Menten type carrier-mediated transport is as follows: \( \text{CL}_{\text{up}} = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{K_m + C_m} \).

The kinetic parameters of maximum transport rate (\( V_{\text{max}} \)) and the Michaelis constant (\( K_m \)) were estimated by fitting this equation to the experimental data of CL\text{up} vs. \( C_m \) profiles by means of nonlinear least-squares regression analysis using WinNonlin (Pharsight, Mountain View, CA) and the reciprocal of variance as the weight. The parameters are presented as the computer-fitted ones with SE.

Experimental data are presented as means \pm SE, and statistical analysis was performed using Student’s \( t \)-test or, when multiple comparisons were needed, ANOVA followed by Dunnett’s test, with \( P < 0.05 \) considered significant.

**RESULTS**

*Functional characteristics of carrier-mediated folate transport system in the jejunum.* The uptakes of both folate and methotrexate in the everted tissue sacs of the rat jejunum were in proportion to time at least up to 10 min at their trace concentration of 10 nM in an acidic medium of pH 5.5, as shown in Fig. 1. It was also observed that they were greater at lower pH, being greatest at pH 5.0 to 5.5 and negligibly small at around neutral pH and above, indicating the involvement of highly pH-dependent uptake mechanism that optimally operates at acidic pH (Fig. 2). On the basis of these results, we chose 5-min uptake period and pH 5.5 as the condition in subsequent experiments for both folate and methotrexate to evaluate transport across the cellular membrane in the initial uptake phase and at an highly efficient level.

The jejunal uptakes of both folate and methotrexate were highly saturable, as indicated by a decrease in the uptake clearance with an increase in the concentration (Fig. 3). Both of them conformed to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics without nonsaturable transport, indicating that carrier-mediated transport is responsible for the both and that neither of the two compounds is permeable by diffusive transport. Accordingly, the uptake clearances of both compounds were reduced to be negligibly small at the highest concentration of 100 \( \mu \)M. Although the uptakes of the two compounds were comparable at lower concentrations with overlapping pH-dependent uptake profiles shown in Fig. 2, the \( K_m \) was about fivefold greater for methotrexate (5.8 \( \mu \)M) than for folate (1.2 \( \mu \)M), and, accordingly, so was the \( V_{\text{max}} \). In addition, we also observed that the uptake of folate (10 nM) was completely inhibited to be an undetectable level by 100 \( \mu \)M of methotrexate and so was the uptake of methotrexate (10 nM) by 100 \( \mu \)M of folate (data not shown).

All these results, combined together, indicate that folate and methotrexate share an only carrier-mediated transport system for them in the rat jejunum. The transport system is highly pH dependent with an acidic pH optimal for operation and has a higher affinity for folate than for methotrexate. Thus we could...
clearly demonstrate by initial uptake assessments in the jejunal everted sac as the rat tissue model all these important characteristics known for the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system, which have been reported in pieces in various intestinal preparations, brush border membrane vesicles (17, 28), everted sacs (34) and sheets (46) of the excised tissue, and the perfused intestine in situ (4, 5, 25).

Effect of various compounds on folate uptake in the jejunum.

Chemical structural requirements to be recognized by the carrier-mediated folate transport system were assessed by examining the effect of various compounds on the jejunal uptake of folate at its trace concentration of 10 nM. We first examined the effect of carboxylate-type compounds (Fig. 4). Although folate has a glutarate-like moiety in its molecule, glutarate, an endogenous dicarboxylate, was found not to inhibit folate uptake even at a concentration as high as 5 mM. α-Ketoglutarate, a ketonized endogenous derivative of glutarate, did not, either. Among the others, which are all monocarboxylate-type drugs, diclofenac, indomethacin, and sulfasalazine were found to inhibit folate uptake significantly. Sulfasalazine was the most potent inhibitor. Among some other types of compounds (Fig. 5), sulfobromophthalein (BS), a sulfate-type compound, was found to inhibit folate uptake extensively. All the other compounds did not affect folate uptake significantly. They include thiamine pyrophosphate (TPP) and thiamine monophosphate (TMP) as inhibitors of RFC1 (44, 45), phenytoin and phenobarbital as weakly acidic non-carboxylate-type drugs, cimetidine as a cationic drug, 5-fluorouracil as a substrate of the carrier-mediated pyrimidine transport system (40), and taurocholate as a substrate of apical sodium-dependent bile acid transporter (ASBT, SLC10A2) (38). Thus having negative charge seems to be required to be recognized by the folate transport system as a substrate or inhibitor. The carboxylate moiety may also play a role in substrate recognition.

It is known that methotrexate is a substrate of breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP, ABCG2) and multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 (MRP2, ABCC2), which are secretory transporters suggested to be present in the small intestine (1, 14). Folate has also been suggested to be a substrate of BCRP (1). We therefore also examined the effect of diethylstilbestrol and estrone-3-sulfate, which are inhibitors of BCRP (35) and of BCRP and MRP2 (18), respectively, on the uptakes of methotrexate and also of folate to examine whether the uptake might be modulated by those secretory transporters. However, the jejunal uptake of folate was increased by neither diethylstilbestrol nor estrone-3-sulfate, and so was that of methotrexate (Table 1). In the ileum, the uptakes of both compounds remained undetectable in the presence of these inhibitors as well as in their absence (data not shown). Thus there was no sign of inhibition of secretory transport, indicating the insignificant role of BCRP and MRP2 in the uptakes of both folate and methotrexate.

Structural features of rPCFT/HCP1.

The cDNA of rPCFT/HCP1, which was identified by a BLAST search of GenBank database using the amino acid sequence of hPCFT/HCP1, was found to encode a putative protein of 459 amino acids. Hydropathy analyses using a program, SOSUI (http://bp.nuap.nagoya-u.ac.jp/sosui/), predicted 11 potential membrane-spanning domains.

Table 1.

Table 1. Effect of inhibitors of secretory transporters on the uptakes of folate and methotrexate in the everted sacs of the rat jejunum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate and Inhibitor</th>
<th>Uptake Clearance, % of control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Folate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (control)</td>
<td>100.0±11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethylstilbestrol (0.02 mM)</td>
<td>115.5±9.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrone-3-sulfate (1 mM)</td>
<td>62.3±15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None (control)</td>
<td>100.0±26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diethylstilbestrol (0.02 mM)</td>
<td>76.7±15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estrone-3-sulfate (1 mM)</td>
<td>49.4±6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data represent means ± SE (n = 3). The uptakes of folate (10 nM) and methotrexate (10 nM) were evaluated at 37°C and pH 5.5 for 5 min in the presence or absence of a test compound. The control values for folate and methotrexate were 20.1 μl·min⁻¹·100 mg wtw⁻¹. The test compounds were dissolved in DMSO (0.5%) except for salicylate. ND, not detected. *Significantly different from the control at P < 0.05.
ning domains. Putative extracellular N-glycosylation sites were found at residues of Asn<sup>58</sup> and Asn<sup>68</sup>. rPCFT/HCP1 is 87% identical with and 91% similar to hPCFT/HCP1, which also has 459 amino acids and putative 11 membrane spanning domains.

**Distribution of carrier-mediated folate transport system in the small intestine.** We then examined the distribution of the activity of the carrier-mediated folate transport system in the small intestine and compared with the distribution of the mRNA of rPCFT/HCP1. As shown in Fig. 6, the uptakes of both folate and methotrexate, which were determined at their trace concentration of 10 nM, were found to be high in the upper half of the small intestine (duodenum and jejunum), decreased downwardly in the subsequent quarter and were undetectably low in the last quarter (the lowest ileum). This observation that the profiles of the uptake along the intestinal tract were overlapped for the two substrates is consistent with the suggestion that they share the same folate transport system. Such distribution profile of the carrier-mediated folate transport system activity was in agreement with that of the mRNA of rPCFT/HCP1 evaluated by Northern blot (Fig. 7), suggesting its role as the molecular entity of the folate transport system. Particularly in the lowest ileum where the mRNA of rPCFT/HCP1 was almost undetectable, so was the folate transport system activity, indicating that rPCFT/HCP1-mediated transport is the only mechanism for the uptakes of folate and methotrexate. This is in agreement with the finding for their jejunal uptakes that nonsaturable (diffusive) transport was kinetically negligible. In contrast to that, the mRNA of RFC1 was found to be distributed evenly in the entire small intestine. Thus its distribution profile is obviously different from that of the folate transport system activity and, hence, its contribution in the activity is unlikely. It is also notable that rPCFT/HCP1 is expressed almost exclusively in the small intestine, indicating its role as the intestine-specific folate transporter, whereas RFC1 is expressed ubiquitously in various tissues (Fig. 8A). Although RT-PCR revealed the expression of rPCFT/HCP1 in many other tissues, with the only exception of skeletal muscle (Fig. 8B), its expression in those tissues does not seem to be high enough to be detected by Northern blot. This tissue distribution profile of rPCFT/HCP1 is different from that of its human counterpart (hPCFT/HCP1), which is reportedly expressed also in kidney, liver, placenta, and spleen at substantial levels and, to lesser extents, in colon and testis (23). There may be some species differences in the tissue distribution of PCFT/HCP1.

**Functional characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes.** We finally examined the transport of folate and methotrexate mediated by rPCFT/HCP1 expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes to identify that it is a folate transporter as its human ortholog. The uptakes of the both compounds at their trace concentration of 10 nM in an acidic medium of pH 5.5 were much greater in oocytes injected with the cRNA of rPCFT/HCP1 than in control oocytes injected with the cRNA of RFC1. AJP-Gastrointest Liver Physiol • VOL 294 • MARCH 2008 • www.ajpgi.org

**Fig. 6.** Uptakes of folate and methotrexate by everted sacs from various regions of the rat small intestine from pylorus (P) to ileocecal junction (IC). Data represent means ± SE (n = 6 for folate and 3 for methotrexate). The uptakes of folate (10 nM; ●) and methotrexate (10 nM; ○) were evaluated at 37°C and pH 5.5 for 5 min.

**Fig. 7.** Northern blot analysis for the expression of the mRNAs of rPCFT/HCP1 and RFC1 in various regions of the rat small intestine. Total RNA from each intestinal region was probed with 32P-labeled cDNA of rPCFT/HCP1 and that of RFC1. The bands of ethidium bromide-stained rRNA are also shown as references. Numbers represent regions used in the uptake experiments shown in Fig. 4.

**Fig. 8.** Northern blot analysis for the expression of the mRNAs of rPCFT/HCP1 and RFC1 (A) and RT-PCR analysis for the expression of the mRNA of rPCFT/HCP1 (B) in various tissues of the rat. Total RNA from each tissue was probed with 32P-labeled cDNA of rPCFT/HCP1 and that of RFC1 in Northern blot analysis. The bands of ethidium bromide-stained rRNA are also shown as references. Total RNA (3 μg) from each tissue was reverse transcribed and then amplified by PCR using a set of specific primers for rPCFT/HCP1 in RT-PCR analysis. The bands of GAPDH are also shown as references.
with water (Fig. 9), indicating their efficient uptakes by rPCFT/HCP1 expressed from the injected cRNA. The uptakes of both compounds were in proportion to time at least up to 30 min in the rPCFT/HCP1-expressing oocytes, whereas they remained only minimal in the water-injected oocytes. Furthermore, the uptakes in the former were greater at lower pH, being greatest at pH 5.0 to 5.5, and negligibly small at around neutral pH (Fig. 10), demonstrating the characteristic of rPCFT/HCP1 as a proton-coupled transporter, whereas the uptakes in the latter were only minimal and pH-independent. In subsequent experiments, we therefore evaluated the rPCFT/HCP1-mediated uptake by uptake measurements at pH 5.5 in the initial uptake period of 30 min.

The rPCFT/HCP1-mediated uptakes of folate and methotrexate were both saturable, conforming to the Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Fig. 11). The values of $K_m$ for folate (1.2 μM) and methotrexate (5.8 μM) in the everted tissue sacs of the rat jejunum. The $V_{max}$ values for folate (0.51 ± 0.06 fmol min$^{-1}$ oocyte$^{-1}$) and methotrexate (1.73 ± 0.17 and 5.7 ± 0.7, respectively, for methotrexate, as the computer-fitted parameters with SE.

The effect of various compounds on the rPCFT/HCP1-mediated uptake of folate was examined at its trace concentration of 10 nM. It was found that sulfasalazine and BSP, which are potent inhibitors in the everted sacs, inhibit rPCFT/HCP1-mediated folate uptake potently (Fig. 12), and diclofenac and indomethacin, which are less potent inhibitors, do less potently. α-Ketoglutarate, which did not inhibit intestinal folate uptake in everted sacs, was found not to inhibit rPCFT/HCP1-mediated folate uptake, either. Some other compounds that did not show inhibitory effect include lactate, another endogenous carboxylate, L-glutamate, of which folate is a derivative, and TMP as an inhibitor of RFC1, whereas DIDS was additionally found to be a potent inhibitor. Thus the results
were in agreement with those for carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system evaluated by using everted sacs.

We also found that rPCFT/HCP1-mediated folate uptake is extensively reduced by pretreatment with thiol-modifying agents of pCMBS and HgCl2 to 33.8 ± 2.5 and 22.5 ± 2.1% of control (0.296 ± 0.008 µl·min⁻¹·oocyte⁻¹ as the uptake clearance at 10 nM), respectively, as means ± SE (n = 4, P < 0.05). This is in agreement with an earlier finding by Strum (34) in the everted sacs of the rat intestine that the pretreatment with pCMBS and iodoacetate, another thiol-modifying reagent, resulted in an inhibition of the carrier-mediated transport of methotrexate and indicates that cysteine residues, which have a thiol group, may play an important role in the function of rPCFT/HCP1.

Thus the functional characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 were almost fully in agreement with those of carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system, substantiating its function and role as the molecular entity of the intestinal folate transport system.

DISCUSSION

Although it has long been suggested that a pH-dependent carrier-mediated transport system is involved in intestinal absorption of folate and analogs, it was only recently that PCFT/HCP1 was identified as its possible molecular entity (19, 23). It has so far been demonstrated that the cloned hPCFT/HCP1 can specifically and efficiently transport folate and also, although with somewhat lower affinities, reduced folates and methotrexate at acidic pH with a manner characteristic to proton-coupled transport, and furthermore its loss-of-function mutation is associated with hereditary folate malabsorption, indicating its critical role in the absorption of dietary folate. In the present study using the rat model, we could further add several lines of evidence that indicate its role as the molecular entity of the intestinal folate transport system.

rPCFT/HCP1 expressed in Xenopus laevis oocytes was demonstrated to operate more efficiently at lower acidic pH and accept folate as a substrate with smaller Kₘ (higher affinity) than methotrexate (Figs. 10 and 11), indicating its characteristic as a proton-coupled folate transporter that favors folate than methotrexate as substrate. Such functional characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 and also the profile of its inhibition by various compounds (Fig. 12) were in agreement with those of the carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system evaluated by using everted tissue sacs (Figs. 2–5), indicating the role of rPCFT/HCP1 as its molecular entity. This proton-coupled transporter is expected to operate efficiently in vivo as well because acidic microclimate environment is known to be physiologically maintained at the intestinal surface (13). Although folates are known to be primarily in reduced forms in food, it has been suggested that they are mostly converted to the oxidized form during food processing and, after intake, digestion because reduced folates are unstable when exposed to air, heat, and acid (29). Therefore, the ability of PCFT/HCP1 to transport folate (oxidized form), as demonstrated for the rat ortholog in the present study and for the human ortholog in previous studies (19, 23), should be of physiological relevance.

Since neither rPCFT/HCP1 nor the folate transport system in everted sacs were inhibited by thiamine phosphate derivatives (TPP and/or TMP), which are known as inhibitors of RFC1 (44, 45), it is most likely that these thiamine phosphate derivatives are specific to RFC1, but not to PCFT/HCP1, as inhibitor and also that the role of RFC1 in intestinal folate transport is insignificant. Furthermore, in contrast with the characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 and the intestinal folate transport system, RFC1 reportedly operates more efficiently for the transport of reduced folates than folate (oxidized form) and at near neutral pH than acidic pH (2, 22, 26, 36). Folate binding proteins (or folate receptors) have been indicated to provide an alternative pathway of folate uptake by receptor-mediated mechanism in various tissues (33). Although the possibility that such proteins might be involved in intestinal folate uptake has also been investigated by many researchers, they are distinct from the transporters, PCFT/HCP1 and also RFC1, in having a few orders of magnitude higher affinities for folates, with half saturation concentrations in the nanomolar range, and folate binding protein (FBP) as a cloned one is absent in the intestine, as reported for the pig (37). It should also be noted that the characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 are quite similar to those of hPCFT/HCP1 (19) and the Kₘ values (1 to 3 µM for folate and 3 to 6 µM for methotrexate) observed for these cloned transporters and the intestinal folate transport system in everted sacs are, for both folate and methotrexate, comparable with those reported in various intestinal preparations, 0.42 to 1.69 µM for folate (5, 12, 17, 20, 24, 28) and 0.98 to 2.8 µM for methotrexate (4, 12, 21, 25, 28, 34).

It is notable that nonsaturable (diffusive) transport was suggested to be negligible in everted tissue sacs for both folate and methotrexate from the findings that their uptakes were almost undetectable in the lowest ileum where rPCFT/HCP1 expression is almost negligible (Figs. 6 and 7) and also from kinetic analysis of their uptakes in the jejunum (Fig. 3). The complete inhibition of folate uptake by sulfasalazine also supports that (Fig. 4). Although several studies have indicated the involvement of minimal diffusive transport (12, 17, 20, 21, 25, 28), it seems to be more reasonable to assume that diffusive transport is insignificant since both compounds are highly hydrophilic and fairly large in molecular weight. Compounds in this class are generally not absorbable by diffusive transport, as suggested for, e.g., β-lactam antibiotics (31).

An important finding is that the distribution of rPCFT/HCP1 along the intestinal tract is in agreement with that of the carrier-mediated folate transport system activity (Figs. 6 and 7), supporting the suggestion that rPCFT/HCP1 is its molecular entity. According to a study by Hepner et al. (10), folate absorption in the human intestine perfused in situ was high in the upper jejunum, somewhat lower in the lower jejunum, and undetectably low in the ileum, also in agreement with our observation in the rat intestine. Therefore, it is likely that hPCFT/HCP1 is highly expressed only in the upper small intestine, although it has not been examined in detail in a segmented manner (23). Although the high expression in the upper small intestine is often the case observed for nutrient transporters, the absence in the lower small intestine is not. Typically, carrier-mediated D-glucose transport can be observed in the lower small intestine in both rat and human at appreciable levels, 30 to 50% of jejunal transport (10, 42). Thus PCFT/HCP1 is markedly localized in the upper small intestine. It is as if folate were unwanted in the lower small intestine. This feature that only a limited area of the upper small intestine is available for the absorption of folates would,
however, lead to higher chances of variability in their absorption associated with alteration in intestinal transit. It would be of interest to explore the physiological meaning behind such a characteristic distribution of PCFT/HCP1.

Several members of the ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter family, which can facilitate the efflux of diverse organic compounds, are expressed in the apical membrane of the intestinal epithelial cells. They are presumed to play physiological roles in reducing the exposure of the body to potentially harmful compounds. Notably, BCRP is known to accept methotrexate as a substrate, and also folate and its polyglutamate conjugates (1). However, interestingly, a recent study using mice demonstrated that the expression of BCRP is gradiented in a manner opposite to that of PCFT/HCP1, lower in the upper small intestine and higher in the lower (7). This may in part explain our observation that BCRP inhibitors (diethylthiobestrol and estrone-3-sulfate) increased the jejunal uptake of either folate nor methotrexate. It seems to be biologically designed that PCFT/HCP1 and BCRP are expressed along the intestinal tract in a coordinated manner so as for BCRP not to interfere with folate absorption. It has also been suggested that methotrexate is a substrate of MRP2, another ABC secretory transporter expressed in the intestine (14). However, its contribution in methotrexate uptake does not seem to be significant, either, as long as intestinal tissue preparation is concerned, since jejunal methotrexate uptake was not increased by estrone-3-sulfate, an MRP2 inhibitor.

Sulfasalazine was found to inhibit methotrexate transport mediated by hPCFT/HCP1 potently in our preceding study, ~80% inhibition at its concentration of 0.2 mM (19). Consistent with that, this drug was found to inhibit folate transport mediated by rPCFT/HCP1 (Fig. 12) and also that in the everted jejunal tissue sacs by similar extents of ~80% at its same concentration of 0.2 mM (Fig. 4). These results not only further support the suggestion that PCFT/HCP1 is responsible for the intestinal absorption of folates but also that sulfasalazine, an oral drug used for rheumatoid arthritis and ulcerative colitis, may interfere with that. The concentration of sulfasalazine (molecular weight 398.40) would be nominally ~5 mM or higher for its clinical dose of 500 mg or larger when taken with (dissolved in) 200 ml of water, and possibly close to that in the small intestine because it is poorly absorbed (15, 16, 43). Although the solubilization status of sulfasalazine in the intestinal fluid may not be precisely predictable, it is likely that its concentration much exceeds its IC50 (half inhibition concentration) of ~60 μM, which was determined in the preceding study for hPCFT/HCP1-mediated methotrexate transport (19). Thus the malabsorption of folate by inhibition of its hPCFT/HCP1-mediated transport may explain the higher risk of folate deficiency reported for patients treated with sulfasalazine (8, 9). On the other hand, indomethacin and diclofenac may least be involved in folate malabsorption, although they were found to inhibit rPCFT/HCP1-mediated folate transport (Figs. 4 and 12). The inhibition of folate transport by indomethacin and diclofenac was ~70–80% at their concentration of 1 mM in everted sacs, indicating the inhibition constant (Ki) of ~0.25 mM to 0.43 mM if competitive inhibition is assumed. This is roughly in agreement with the estimated IC50 (Ki under the assumption of competitive inhibition) of ~0.2 mM or greater, which is suggested from the inhibition of ~50% or less at their concentration of 0.2 mM, for rPCFT/HCP1-mediated transport of folate in the present study and also for hPCFT/HCP1-mediated transport of methotrexate in our preceding study (19). Thus these drugs are consistently suggested to be less potent than sulfasalazine as inhibitors of PCFT/HCP1. Compared with the affinities of PCFT/HCP1 for folate and methotrexate, which are high with Km values below 10 μM in both rat and human, those for these drugs seem to be only modest. Also taking into account that their typical dose (25 mg) is only about one-twentieth of the minimum dose (500 mg) of sulfasalazine and they are readily absorbed from the intestine, possibilities may be little for them to interfere with folate absorption.

In conclusion, we successfully identified that rPCFT/HCP1 is a molecule that functions as a proton-coupled folate transporter. The functional characteristics of rPCFT/HCP1 were found to be almost fully in agreement with those of carrier-mediated intestinal folate transport system, suggesting that it is the molecular entity of the intestinal folate transport system. As a finding supporting the suggestion, the distribution profile of the folate transport system activity along the intestinal tract was in agreement with that of rPCFT/HCP1 mRNA.
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